
Electrical Shoulder&Neck Heating Pad Instructions
Thank you for choosing the Shoulder&Neck Heating Pad. Our goal is to provide the best products to enhance your life. This is an 

electrical product. Please ensure you read and understand the instructions below before using your Shoulder&Neck Heating 

Pad. Failure to do so may result in electrical shock or fire causing serious bodily injury.

RISK OF ELECTRICAL SHOCK 
The product is designed specifically for humans. 
WARNING: This is an electrical product. Please read all directions before use. Failure to do so may result in electrical shock or 
fire causing serious bodily injury.
1. Read all instructions before using this product. 

2. FOR INDOOR USE ONLY 

3. DO NOT use if any visible damage is apparent (cracks, tears or exposed wires and heat element). 

4. Must instantly turn off the Heating pad and Unplug when overheat or charred flavor in use. 

5. Serious heart patients, those that depend on a pace maker and pregnant women should check with their doctor before use. 

6. DO NOT use for unconscious and sensitive to heat people. 

7. DO NOT make any modifications to switch button ,wires and heat element. 

8. DO NOT use in sleeping;Do not put the heating pad under in mattress or quilt when use. 

9. DO NOT use cord as handle. 

10.DO NOT puncture or use any sharp object to secure the Heating pad. 

11.DO NOT use another electronic heating device in conjunction with your heating pad. 

12.DO NOT tuck the heaitng pad when use. 

13.Only cover the heating pad on you body use,DO NOT Sit and lie on the heaitng pad. 

14.DO NOT Heap and Cover anything on the heating pad when use. 

15.DO NOT USE for Children. 

16.Unplug when not in use. 

17.DO NOT USE WET. 

18.DO NOT dry clean this heating pad. Dry cleaning solvents may damage the wires. 

19.DO NOT use bleach or cleaning fluids. 

20.DO NOT use a wringer. 

21.DO NOT iron your heating pad. 

22.DO NOT use mothballs or sprays of any kind. 

23.DO NOT reconnect the heated product or use it until it is OMPLETELY dry. 

24.DO NOT use analgesic cream in combination with your heating pad

Offers excellent coverage for large muscle groups. 

6 Temperature Settings: LED controller adjusts heat easily with 6 temperature settings to accommodate your comfort level (40℃/104℉ to 60℃/140℉). 

TIMER:4 level settings ranging from 30~120min,conserves energy and prevents burns caused by excessive heating. 

7-Foot Extra-Long Cord: Makes it easier to use from the comfort of your bed or favorite chair. 

Machine Washable: Helps maintain the beauty and softness for years to come. 

6 HEAT SETTINGS: 

Warm–temperature range (~40℃/104℉)

Low–temperature range (~45℃/112℉) 

Medium Low –temperature range (~48℃/119℉) 

Medium–temperature range (~52℃/126℉) 

Medium High–temperature range (~56℃/133℉) 

High–temperature range (~60℃/140℉)

ON/OFF Push Switch;IC controller box with LED indication; 

6 temperature levels to adjust(40℃/104℉ to 60℃/140℉); 

4 timer levels to adjust(30/60/90/120min.); 

Single circuit provides consistent temperature; 

Fuse inside of controller; 

Hand and Machine Washable.

Function:

Features:

WARNING! 



1.Ensure the plug into a safety-tested electrical outlet. 

2.Turn On:Push Up the Switch key to ON, the heating pad into Default Mode(1/2/3 heat Indicator LED ON,60min Timer Indicator LED ON). 

   Default Mode: 

   Heat level: Medium (3 level)–temperature range (~48℃/119℉) 

   Timer level:60min to auto shut OFF.

3.Adjust Temperature（1~6 levels): 

   In Default Mode,press the heat key to Adjust Temperature for suitable your requirement,that heat LED indication will rages corresponding Temperature level. 

4.Timer:

In Default Mode,press the Timer key to Set the heat-up time,that timer LED indication will rages corresponding Timer levels(30/60/90/120min.). 

The timer LED will also be shifted down one level in every 30min,When the timer is out,all the LED will be off,and the Heating Pad will be shut off.In Timer Auto 

OFF Mode press Heat key or Timer key back to Default Mode. 

5.Turn Off:Push Down the Switch Key to OFF in any Modes 

6,Clean: Turn off the Heating Pad, Unplug heat pad from the wall outlet. Remove the controller and Power unit. heat pad can be machine washed and must be 

dry before reassembling the unit. Do not use cleaners of chemicals. 

7,Storage: Turn off the heat pad, dial out the heat pad, Store the pad in a dry ,safe, clean and cool place after clean up. KEEP SHIPPING PACKAGING for use in 

the event that your unit needs servicing.(If this unit is shipped without the original packing, damage could occur and void the warranty). 

PRE-OPERATING INSTRUCTIONSUCTIONS 

When removing the unit from the packing case, check for any shipping damage. Please contact your shipper and dealer immediately if the unit bears any sign 

of damage from mishandling.

1. Terms of usage is unconditional upon your acceptance, without changes to the terms, conditions or notice listed herein. 

2. Proper use including reviewing all safety precautions. 

3. No prohibited or unlawful use. The products is intended for humans use only. 

4. Our reserves the right to change the terms and conditions under which this product is offered. 

5. Buyer assumes all risks and liability from the use of this product. Our is not liable for any damages arising from use or misuse of this product.

Heating Pad Operation:

Contents:

Specifications:

MADE IN CHINA

Limitations of Liability:

One Heating pad, One controller box with Power Cord,Instructions

Controller

Heat LED

Heating Pad

Power Cord

Timer LED

Timer Key

Heat Key

ON/OFF Push

Model name:

Model No.:

Size:

Power:

Shoulder&Neck Heating pad

SN-S

Small Size 58*42cm（22.8*16.5Inch）

60 Watts


